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The message from the current corporate results season is straightforward: Japan’s

corporate earnings power continues to rise. This is due to both higher top-line sales

growth as well as positive tailwinds from the exchange rate. Going forward, corporate

guidance remains conservative, which in turn makes further upward revisions likely over

coming quarters. All said, we maintain our call for 25% EPS growth in the current

FY3/2018 (fiscal year ending March 2018), against the 13% now implied by the consensus.

If realised, this implies a TOPIX level of 2,000 as a reasonable target over the coming

six months, in my view.

 

Specifically, corporate guidance—which is closely followed by Japanese analysts—is still

based on the assumption that sales will rise 3.2% and the exchange rate against the

Dollar will average Y110/$. With this, TOPIX earnings should rise 13.1%. This is

conservative because so far this year—which is April to October, as Japan’s fiscal year

starts in April—sales growth has averaged 4.5%, which on its own should add almost 15%

to profits if maintained in the second half of the year. 

 

On FX, the base-line assumption of Y110/$ compares to a realised average of Y111.9/$ so

far this fiscal year. Every Y1 of Yen weakness basically adds back about 1% to profits,

thus adding additional momentum for positive earnings growth surprises from here.

 

The following matrix aims to pull it all together. It shows the implied fair-value TOPIX

level given various combinations of sales growth and FX assumptions. The current

consensus is highlighted in blue—with FX at Y110/$ and 3% sales growth, the implied EPS

should come to 112, which in turn puts today’s TOPIX on a multiple of 16x earnings. Note

that throughout “Abenonmics,” the TOPIX PE fluctuated between 19x and 13x.
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Sources: WisdomTree, Bloomberg, as of 31/10/17.

 

All said, I maintain my bullish call for Japanese equities: valuations are attractive

and positive earnings momentum is poised to keep going. Japan is not a “value trap.” In

my view profits can rise 25% in FY3/2018 which in turn suggest TOPIX at 2,000 is a

reasonable fair-value target. 

 

You may also be interested in reading…You may also be interested in reading…

 

+ The coming BOJ pivot to Banks

+ Stable politics—Dynamic economy—Japan Premium

+ Politics re-invented: Abe-Koike rivalry to bring supply-side reforms

+ "Koikenomics" to re-energise "Abenomics"

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=09493028C79C4DB681C05672F2900BD6&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=02811F653CED4448BF0718882391888D&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=880C181F18EB4DE796C43A9A940CDD55&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=E6C2ADC9291E4D84A5FD3A7538349FD2&_z=z
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2017-11-09/japan-inc-delivers-25-earnings-growth-possible
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